
 Built-in clock

 Cable labelling function

 Deco Mode function for stylish labels

 Includes 12 mm TZe-231 black on white       
   laminated labelling cassette (4 m)

 Prints 3.5, 6, 9 and 12 mm labels

PT-1090

Professional labelling  
machine

The lightweight and portable P-touch 

1090 is the perfect labelling machine to 

help you organise your office or home.

LABELS THAT STICK.



Clearly label all your 
file folders, CD's, 
shelves and archive 
files with the P-touch 
touch 1090, for the 
perfectly organised 
office and home

Using the built-in clock, you can add today's date to your label  
with a simple press of the date key



Organise your office or home
An efficiently organised workplace needs clear identification of items 
such as file folders, suspension files, filing cabinets, CD's & DVD's 
and letter trays. The compact and portable P-touch 1090 labelling 
machine creates labels in an instant and with the wide variety of 
widths and colours available, there is a tape for all 
your needs.

Built-in clock
Attach labels to your files to show the exact date when the 
information was archived using the built-in clock. You can quickly 
add the current date to your labels with just one simple press of 
a button. In addition to the date, the time can also be included if 
required. Ideal for archiving purposes, or to indicate when food is 
stored in the fridge/freezer.

Cable labelling made easy
Modern offices have so many power plugs, adapters/chargers, 
network cables and other wires,  that it can be difficult to identify 
which cable belongs to which device, and connecting an adapter 
or cable to the wrong piece of equipment could cause permanent 
damage. The P-touch 1090 has an easy to use cable labelling 
function that prints labels that can easily be wrapped around a cable, 
ensuring that costly mistakes are avoided.

Quick and easy labelling in the palm of your 
hand
The P-touch 1090 has a large, easy-to-read display that ensures 
effortless labelling every time. The compact and portable design 
makes it easy to hold and can be shared with colleagues around the 
office, and gives the freedom to create labels on demand, wherever 
and whenever they are required!

The built-in cable labelling function creates special labels, allowing them to be 
applied easily around cables throughout your office and home.

The easy-to-use Deco Mode creates stylish labels in an instant.
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Deco Mode labels bring fun to the office, and there are 12 built-in designs to 
choose from. Simply choose your design, type your text and print.

Add one of 7 different stylish frames to your labels to add emphasis to your 
message.

P-touch laminated TZe tapes are highly durable, as the characters are sandwiched between two layers of protective polyester film.  
Results prove that Brother P-touch laminated labels out-perform competitor labels in a variety of situations.



Items Included

Items included -  PT-1090 labelling machine
 - 12 mm TZe-231S black on white
     laminated label cassette (4m)
 - User guide

Housing dimensions 108(w) x 209(h) x 58(d) ( mm )
Housing weight 315g
Tape size TZe Tape: 3.5, 6, 9, 12 mm
Print resolution 180 dpi
Max. print height 9mm
Max. print speed 10mm / sec
Cutter type Manual cutter blade
Keyboard type ABC
Number of keys 52 keys
LCD display 12 chrs x 1 line
LCD size  68 mm x 37 mm
Text buffer Max 80 chrs 
Label memory 720 chrs (9 areas x 80 chrs)
Power 6 x AAA alkaline batteries (not supplied) 
 Optional AC adapter (AD-5000ES)
 

Technical Specifications

Built-in sofware

Built-in fonts 1 font (Helsinki)
Built-in symbols 178
Character sizes  15
Character widths  3 
Characters 209
Frames 7 frames
Underline Yes
Max. number of lines 2 lines
Horizontal alignment Automatic length: left aligned,
 Pre-set length: centre aligned
Tape length setting Yes (30-300 mm)
Deco Mode designs 12 (only with 12mm Tape) 
Tape margin settings 4: narrow, half, full, chain print
Tab function No
Automatic numbering No
Mirror printing No
Vertical printing Yes
Copy (repeat) printing Yes (1-9)
Text preview Yess 
Auto power off Yes
Unit change Yes (inch/mm)
Language change 19 (English, German, French, Dutch,
 Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Danish,
 Swedish, Norwegian, Finnish,
 Hungarian, Czech, Polish, Romanian,
 Slovenian, Slovakian, Croatian, Turkish) 

Label images shown are for illustrative purposes only and some aspects may not be reproducable on this model.
Product specifications may be subject to change.
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Contact :

Hardware

PT-1090

www.brother.com.au
facebook.com/brotheraustralia

So simple and easy to use 
With a range of features to allow the easy creation of labels, the P-touch 1090 produces high quality 
labels in seconds. With 9 font styles (including shadow and outline), 12 Deco Mode label formats and 
various symbols and frames, each label can be as individual as you are. And with a built-in clock and 
cable labelling function, you can be sure the P-touch 1090 will be perfect for all labelling tasks around 
the office and home.


